






















Waterproof and dustproof IP66-compatible 
compact Arch shaped LED ligthing 

The HOLOLIGHT ARCH mini is the newest LED lighting system, miniaturized to a 

lightweight 6cm x 6cm square case design with low power consumption, from the original 

10cm x 10 cm HOLOLIGHT ARCH model. With the HOLOLIGHT ARCH mini, the power 

consumption can be reduced by half from the original product, but excellent illuminance 

has achieved due to high efficiency. Being standardized to outdoor type, HOLOLIGHT 

ARCH mini delivers improved reliability and durability. 

Visualize danger zones around forklifts and AGVs 

HOLOLIGHT ARCH mini can be easily installed with forklifts and designed to provide standard 

irradiation at an installation height of 2 m and a horizontal distance of 2 m. The arch shape light 

design visualizes the rear danger zone of a heavy machine or an AVG. This arch lighting warns the 

nearby workers and prevents collisions between workers and vehicles. An approaching forklift may 

be undetectable due to obstructed view or noise in a factory environment. Having HOLOLIGHT 

with forklifts can warn the workers beforehand and improve the safety of the workers. 

4'i Standard of illuminance

Installation height (H) 2m Horizontal distance(D)2m 

Arch width approximately 2.3m 

Red Green 

ARCH mini 500 lux 750 lux 

ARCH 1000Iux 1500 lux 

Installation height (H) 2m Horizontal distance(D)3m 

Arch width approximately 2.5m 

Red Green 

ARCH mini 250Iux 350 lux 

ARCH 500 lux 750 lux 

Installation 

height(H) 

4'i HOLOLIGHT ARCH mini specification

Product Name HOLOLIGHT ARCH mini 

Horizontal distance (D) 

Model HLARm+20R7D-DC24V/48V (Red)/ HLARm+20G7D-DC48V (Green) 

Input Voltage DC24V · 48V(Red) / DC36V · 48V(Green) / Option : DC Converter 

Power Consumption (Lighting color) 12W approx .. (Red) /18W approx .. (Green) 
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Width(W) 

Weight 0.5kg approx .. Design Life Time 40,000 hours 

Operating Temperature -20°(~ 50 °( Storage Temperature -40 °C ~ 70°C 

For more details, click to our website (http://www.piphotonics.com/en/) 

* As for Jun 2019
* Specifications and values may vary without prior notice. Product color may differ with the actual prduct due to the printing.
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